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About This Content

It seems everyone is running late this morning and in order for you to avoid more delays you’ll want to do the best job possible
shunting several coal cars, car carriers and cement hoppers around TYNE the massive rail yard just outside Newcastle station.

This detailed session is driven by full audio and cinematic cameras to immerse you in a full shunting experience. Hear each
driver as they approach with their cars to have you shunt them to the required locations. Each with their own personality so

you’ll want to stay on schedule otherwise you’ll have a few of them make some complaints to the dispatcher!

Features:
Full scripted shunting session with cut-scenes and audio task details and commentary.
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It Mahjong, what do you expect. You go around playing Mahjong in order to place cute girls in cute outfits. You're only real test
of difficulty is the timer which forces you to move quickly as the stages progress. I like Mahjong so it doesn't really bother me.
The timer combined with unsolvable tile sets can get a bit frustrating. From reading other reviews apparently it makes a lot of
people mad.

Look, if this game is really making you mad, just stop playing for an hour or two and relax. Everyone knows Mahjong puzzles
can sometimes be unsolvable and the timer can sometimes force you to make bad moves which come back and haunt you. Still,
its not impossible. The game allows you to leave at anytime and saves your progress at the beginning of the round (NOT
DURING) so you can come back and try again when you're refreshed. You never really have to start everything over so there's
really no reason to be getting mad at this game. Its simple and does everything it can to ease your frustration. If you're mad at
the timer, you're pretty much mad at the game for it's only form of difficulty.

I think it would have been nice to have a "zen" mode or something. You know, something where you can just play Mahjong at
your own pace, no timer, no girls, no rush. Just play with painted tiles all day. Outside of that, nice game, simple. Nothing really
bad about it.. Like Total War but without unit depth, or as polished, or as big, or as many factions, or as good. But the story
mode is engaging enough to have replayability.. First off, this is not for everyone. Try the demo as they have suggested.

I'll start with the basic con: As a starter pack, it is a bit basic at the moment, so I can't wait to see how they expand. All the maps
are flat, with no mountains or folliage supplied to you, with basic scripts. The more you know how to modeling, makeing
images\/textures, music, sounds, and can script, the more you will get from this.

That said...

I have been messing with a small game with a few simple maps and unit types with positive results. I've been able to import
some random meshes I found on the web to see how it works, and have imported my own music and images into it. The price
now for "as is" might be a little high, so I'm looking forward to updates.

If you really are second gussing, go to their forums and read it. It's not complex, but it's not exactly plug and play. But aren't any
systems like this that way? You have to be willing to put in effort into it yourself to learn the ins-and-outs.. I wasn't really
expecting anything from this other then a bland uninspired game when I got it. Just wanted a new RTS that I haven't tried before
and didn't even know it was made by the Cossacks devs, so my expectations were pretty low.
But boy, was I wrong about it.
While the fantasy aspects here are pretty generic (elves are good archers allied with fairies, undead are evil, dwarves are
technological, etc etc), it's extremely well thought to make every race unique. Little detailes give all factions a flavor and lack of
equivalences make them stand out.

Pros:
-Great RTS gameplay, lots of troops which can be quickly and easily maneuvered on the battlefield which in turn is large
enough to acomodate different types of tactics. Plays very like Cossacks if you're into that.
-Visuals are stunning for a 2006 game. It has a nice oldschool 2d vibe to it, but being fully 3d with camera rotations and such
-Varied unit and building types: units have abilities which aren't useless! I personally enjoy how Dwarf musketeers cost
resources to shoot but can hit enemies in melee as well.
-Base building is chunky and rather deep, unlike many of its kind.
-Tons of neutral factions all around the map.
-So far I haven't found any Humans in the game, a nice touch.
-Was expecting the AI to be dumber than it is.

Neutral:
-All about the RPG system: I don't really enjoy it very much, but it's not entirely a bad thing; it feels very similar to Battle for
Middle Earth heroes, with very strong attacks and abilities and taking a long time to kill. They kinda make or break the game on
their own and having to wait half an hour to use them in regular matches makes neutral camps a bit useless.
-Games may be overly long due to how everything scales up constantly.
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Cons:
-Sounds: absolute lack of unit responses, although I like it better like this than with terribly acted voices saying the same thing
over and over again.
-Music: while decent, the game has too few tracks, which can be quite repetitive and even annoying.
-Campaign: I'm quite sure it has to do with the steam version but there's a complete lack of cutscenes or anything to set missions
apart. First mission suddenly starts with people running away and no context given other than the awkward conversations
between the elves. So far I'm on the 5th or so mission and only had the chance to use one hero. Missions can be very repetitive
as well while you have to exploit your hero's strength to slowly wear out neutrals and enemies for your army to stand a chance in
such uneven matches.
-I'd love an option to zoom in a bit more.

The experience is great fun overall, 8/10. it was nice, sure there was a flaw.. I got stuck once, between the tree and the stones,
had to restart the game. but other than that, it was good. again, walking simulator, not exactly a puzzle, but for an achievements
freak like me, this game was fun.. i♥♥♥♥♥to dis
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This is a really good HOG. I'm not usually into this kind of setting - I lean toward more fantasy-oriented backgrounds - but this
game surprised me by how well-crafted it is.

While it's not necessarily the most creative game of it's kind, I found myself wanting to learn more, and curious about what
would happen next.

Notes:
Hidden object scenes are shape-based and interactive (not a list of words)
Some of the collectibles are very tricky to find, but mostly they're just cleverly hidden, as opposed to invisible because of colour-
on-colour
I like the protagonist, but seeing some of her thoughts during the game would be even better - something the newer games do
ore often now, and often with humour. Old School and kicks♥♥♥♥. Like some mechanics and physics of the game. It would
be nice to have more colours available for the vehicles, and maybe even more vehicles in the future. Also some maps are glitchy
and buggy, went off-road and got absolutely stuck once. Overall this game isn\u2019t bad, and it\u2019s basically a fun little car
racing simulator.. Overall a pretty standard HOG/Puzzle game with decent production values. However, some of the design and
item interaction choices the developers made were infuriating. Oh there's something in the dirt *click* "I don't want to get my
hands dirty" like girl you are literally chasing demons, where're your priorities at? "There's something under the rug" then pull
the rug up dumbass it's a damn rug! Oh I need scissors to cut the completely unanchored and liftable rug, of course. If you've
played Artifex Mundi's and Five-BN's entire catalogues and need to get your HOG fix, buy it. Otherwise play something better..
haveant played it. One of the best optimized games for PC. Runs like a dream. Extremely competent low level API usage. And
the game is also a lot of fun. Great gun play, good level design and tight controls. Would love to see a sequel. Well done
Rebellion.. I still don't know what I am playing
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